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Refereed Publications and Scholarly Monographs


2020 Faculty Highlights

Creative Achievements


Hart, K.-P. R., & McAdams Jr., B. (n.d.). Bully High (original screenplay).


Martin, M. (2020). Executive producer for the Video Board, FOX Sports Southwest, FOX Sport Southwest Plus, and HFTV for more than 40 TCU sporting events.

Sears, B. Produced 4 creative writings and design projects in 2020, highlighted by FYI 50+.


Yang, Q. (2020). Empower and protect the vulnerable populations during COVID-19 through examining health risk information seeking and avoidance behaviors, the Waterhouse Family Institute. Award: $10,000.
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Books, Book Chapters, and Handbook

Books


Book Chapters


2020 Faculty Highlights
Awards, Honors and Recognitions

Brown, J.M. (2020). Dean’s Teaching Award. Texas Christian University


George, A. M. Fulbright global scholarship for developing courses and teaching in the University of Central Asia in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan. Postponed until 2022 due to COVID19. Fulbright Global Scholar


Hahn, D. (2020). Award of Excellence Award from the Broadcast Education Association Festival of Media Arts.


Lambiase, J. (2020). Distinguished Professional Achievement Award. University of North Texas


Martin, M. (2020). First Bump Award for his work to help TCU prepare for TCU’s partnership with the Big 12.

Robinson, C. (2020). Award of Excellence Award from the Broadcast Education Association Festival of Media Arts.
